
Judging Criteria

1. Issue Identification: A clear issue needs to be understood before any problem can be solved
Guiding Question: Is the issue clearly defined in relation to the theme of the event?
Please define an issue within the Hudson Valley related to economic impacts that some form of solution can be solved by the creation 
of new jobs, retention of workers or solving for quality of life thanks to some form of educational technology. Use an example data point, 
article or other citational source to further add validation to your issue statement.

2. Problem Definition: A solution to an issue can not be solved without a clear underlying problem that created 
the issue
Guiding Question: Has the problem been identified in a structured way?  
Please highlight a specific problem related to the underlying issue. This can be something small such as a damaged walkway in your 
neighborhood or something more complex like finding a quality and affordable healthcare for the elderly. The problem needs to be clearly 
defined with as much detail as possible. 

3. Problem-Solution Match: No solution has value if it is not solving a problem created by an underlying issue
Guiding Questions: 1) Did you present a “digital artifact” that can be used to visualize your solution? 2) Did you come up with the solution 
through collaboration or individual effort? 3) How will the end user interface with your solution? 4) What will be the experience likely be 
when using your solution? 5) How were technical skills applied when creating the solution? Did you use some type of design, graphical or 
coding expertise to create your solution?
This is the fun part! What can you come up with that will solve the problem brought on by the underlying issue? How can you apply some 
form of technology to solve the problem? A solution could be anything from a mobile app, public infrastructure improvement project, 
beautification project or environmental analysis. Nothing is off limits when trying to solve a problem. 

4. Value Proposition: The value offered by the solution will help in its implementation in solving the problem 
uncovered by the underlying issue
Guiding Question: Based on the completeness and clarity of the solution and how it solves a problem raised by the underlying issue, what 
resulting value does it bring?
There could be many great solutions that can solve a problem, but what clear value does it bring? Four categories will be used to help de-
termine the value of your solution. These are A) Community impact B) Financial benefit or cost savings C) Retention of skills, knowledge 
workers or other valuable residents in the workforce of today or tomorrow. D) Growth contributions thanks to your solution in our local 
area as a combination of community, financial and workforce engagement. 

Judges will:
 z Use a different score sheet for each team.
 z Rate the team in each category.
 z Take notes on each team for each category. All teams will be receive feedback. 
 z The primary purpose is to aid in deliberation, rather than provide a recipe to calculate the winning teams.

Instructions for Deliberation
 z All teams will be recognized for their participation. 
 z Choose the team that most thoroughly represents the four judging criteria: 
 z Issue Identification, Problem Definition, Problem-Solution Match, Value Proposition
 z The overall winner should be the team that shines the most in all four categories.
 z The overall winner should be the team you would most anticipate developing the project/idea.


